
Lifting Capacity 6,000 lbs. (2,722 kg)

Lowered Height 5” (127 mm)

Raised Height 19.75” (502 mm)

Front Width 11” (279 mm)

Rear Width 13.5” (343 mm)

Chassis Length 25.5” (648 mm)

Shipping Weight 82 lbs. (37 kg)

Shipping Dimensions 29” x 15” x 8” (737 mm x 381 
mm x 203 mm)

Lifts Saddle to Chassis in Just 
One Easy Quick Pump!

RFJ-3TQP
Floor Jacks
SKU# 5150418
3-Ton Floor Jack, Quick Pump
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The ruggedly crafted RFJ-3TQP is a versatile quick-lifter with 
a 3-ton lifting capacity. Heavy steel construction and sealed 
hydraulics guarantee maximum durability, while the built-in 
safety overload valve protects personnel and equipment. If 
you accidentally lift a vehicle too heavy for the jack, it won’t 
suddenly collapse on you and ruin your day. The hydraulics in 
the  will gently descend. Since you never go under a 
vehicle that isn’t secured on jack stands, your personal safety 
and the safety of your property should never be in question, 
even if you accidentally overload the jack.

Plus, with the exclusive “Quick-Pump” feature, this jack rises 
with only a single pump of the handle. Four pumps and the 
vehicle rises about 20” in the air. It doesn’t get any faster than 
that! The RFJ-3TQP represents the ultimate in jacking speed 
and convenience. Imagine how quickly two jacks working 
in tandem can get you lifted for wheel service, oil changes, 
suspension work and more! A protective rubber sheath 
covers the bottom third of the extended-length handle, 

jack is in motion.

Of course, Ranger doesn’t compromise safety for the sake 
of speed. The overload prevention system ensures a gentle, 
controlled descent in the event of weight overload placed on 

or crash to the ground. The sealed hydraulic system will never 
leak and is unlikely to require maintenance for as long as you 
own the jack.

Features
 - Alloy-plated ram

 - Exclusive “Quick-Pump” feature lifts saddle to chassis in 
one easy pump

 - Welded lift arm assembly

 - Heavy gauge steel construction

 - Swivel casters for easy mobility

 - Professional model designed for heavy use

 - Heavy steel construction for maximum durability

 - Sealed hydraulics prevents contamination

 - Built-in safety overload system

ISO 9001:2015
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